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Berghahn Books, Incorporated. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW PRINT ON DEMAND., Memory and Amnesia: The Role of the Spanish Civil War in the Transition to Democracy, Paloma Aguilar, Mark Gordon Oakley, ".this excellent history of the Spanish desire for reconciliation is a major contribution to the study of both the Transition and memory." * Journal of Modern History "This book .is one of the most important research studies written recently about the Spanish transition to democracy .
[It] will be of treat use for historians, researchers of cultural studies (Aguilar used cinema and art sources), political scientists and policy makers engaged in the transition process from non-democratic regimes." * Democratization "This methodologically exemplary study makes an essential contribution to research on historical memory in Spain, the most important issue within the country's contemporary history." * Stanley Payne, University of WisconsinMadison "Paloma Aguilar has made an important, meticulous and impartial contribution to a crucial aspect of our contemporary memory." * Victor Perez-Diaz, Complutense University of Madrid "Paloma Aguilar's detailed and composed study of the historical memory of the Spanish Civil War is a work of considerable importance. In addition to its scientific interest, it offers an exciting read." * Paul Preston, London School of Economics ".a very convincing analysis. " * Historische Zeitschri "The translation into English of a book written by a contemporary Spanish historian is an unusual publishing event.
[This] work.is richly deserving of this tribute.this excellent history of the Spanish desire for reconciliation is a major contribution to the study of both the Transition and memory." * Modern History Using a rich variety of sources such as o icial newsreels, school textbooks, the work of contemporary historians, memoirs, o icial documents, legislation, and monuments, this book explores how the historical memory of the Spanish Civil War (1936) (1937) (1938) (1939) 
